
STUDY HELPERS – GROUP 3  PART B 
 
 
BRACCO ITALIANO 
 
1.    List two of the elements that give distinction to this breed.  
____________________________________________ 
2.    Length of head = _____ of height at withers 
3.    Head is described as a_______________ and n______________ 
4.    Planes of the skull and muzzle are divergent.   T / F 
5.    Occiput (not pronounced / just visible / very pronounced) and stop is (not pronounced / just visible / very  
       pronounced) 
6.    Describe the upper lips ______________________________________________________ 
7.    Eyes - __________________(colour), ________________(shape), ___________________ (size) 
8.    Length of ear should ______________________________________ 
9.    Mouth - __________________ or ________________ bite 
10.  Chest is broad and forms a deep keel.  T / F 
11.  Skin is t__________ and e____________ 
12.  Double dewclaws on the hind feet are tolerated.  T / F 
13.  In movement, the head is raised. Why? ________________________________________________________ 
14.  Coat is (short / long), (with / without) undercoat, d__________ and g___________ 
15.  Colour is white, with or without patches, or speckled. Give the colour(s) of the patches or speckles.       
 ________________________________________________________________________ 
16.  Height - __________________________ 
17.  Weight - _________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CHESAPEAKE BAY RETRIEVER 
 
1. Equally proficient  ….. where?  ____________________________________ 
2. 3 distinctive features __________________   ___________________   ____________________ 
3. 6 words/terms used in temperament _______   _______   _______   _______   _______   ______ 
4. Skull is (flat & wide / narrow & deep / broad & round) with (distinct / medium / slight) stop 
5. Muzzle is (shorter than / equal to / longer than) skull and (is / is not) tapering 
6. Ears - ___________(size); _____________(set); ________________(carried) 
7. Mouth is always a scissor bite.  T / F 
8. Body is (short / medium / long); topline may show hindquarters ____________ than shoulders 
9. Feet are w____ w______  h_______ feet of (large / good / medium) size 
10. Tail is straight or slightly curved, carried curled over the back.  T / F 
11. Coat is (double / single) and never over  _____ inches long. 
12. 2 features of coat prevent water from penetrating to the skin  _____________   ____________ 
13. The coat is generally curly all over the body; smooth on face and legs.  T / F 
14. Colour(s) ________________________________________________________________ 
15. General statement about colour is ____________________________________________ 
16. Height – Dogs ___________________; Bitches ____________________     
17. Weight – Dogs ___________________; Bitches ____________________ 
 
 



CURLY COATED RETRIEVER 
 
1. Strong, upstanding dog with ___________________________ and ______________________ 
2. Head is __________ shaped with (definite / medium / slight) stop 
3.  Length of foreface and skull are ____________ and planes of skull and muzzle are ______________ 
4. Eyes - ____________(size); ___________(shape); _______________(set); _____________(colour) 
5. Ears - ____________(size); ________________(set); _________________________(carried) 
6. Ears are covered with (fine, smooth hair/ long, tight curls / small curls) 
7. Body (slightly longer than / approximately equal to / slightly shorter than) height at withers 
8.  Chest deep, _________ in cross-section with brisket reaching (just below / to /just above) elbow 
9. Tail - _________________(length); _______________________(set); ____________________(carried) 
10.  4 words/terms describing the curls of the body coat  __________  __________  ___________  _________ 
11. ` Colour(s) ________________________________________________ 
12. Ideal height – Dogs ________________; Bitches _________________ 
 

FLAT COATED RETRIEVER 
 
1.   General appearance shows power without______________  , and raciness without _________________ 
2. Optimism and friendliness demonstrated by ________________________________ 
3. Head (long / short); skull (rounded / flat); stop (well defined / distinct / slight) 
4. Eyes - ____________(size); ______________(shape); ___________(set); _______________(colour) 
5. Ears - ____________(size); ___________________(carried) 
6. Chest (deep & fairly narrow / deep & fairly broad) with brisket (prominent / well defined /not apparent) 
7. Hindquarters are muscular with moderate bend of stifle and hock; hocks well let down.  T / F 
8. Feet – r_______ and s_________ 
9. Gait – f_______ and f__________ 
10. 4 words/terms used to describe coat  ___________   ___________   ___________   ___________ 
11. Colour(s) _________________________________ 
12. Preferred height -  Dogs ___________________; Bitches _____________________ 
13. Preferred weight -  Dogs ____________________; Bitches ____________________ 
 
 
GERMAN SHORTHAIRED POINTER 
 
1. 6 features are given to emphasise this dog’s nobility. List 4 _________  _________  ________  _________ 
2. Head  – l______ and w_____ d________ ; skull moderately wide and (flat / rounded / flatly rounded) 
3. Muzzle – l_______, b________, d________ and s_________ 
4. Describe the nasal bridge ______________________________________________________________ 
5. Eyes - __________(size); ________________(colour) 
6. Ears - _____________(size); ______________(shape); _______________(set): ______________(carried) 
7. The neck is very muscular with slightly crested nape and tight fitting skin.  T / F 
8. Topline is straight and (level / slightly sloping) with withers (not prominent / sloping / well defined) 
9. Croup is broad and flat.  T / F 
10. Feet - _____________________(shape) 
11. Tail - ____________________(length); __________________________(carried) 
12. Gait  - w_____ e____________ s___________  and attitude is p__________ 
13. A pacing gait is acceptable.  T / F 
14. 4 words/terms describing coat ___________   ______________   ____________   _______________ 
15. Colour(s) __________________________________________________________________________ 
16. Height – Dogs __________________; Bitches ___________________ 



 
 
 
GERMAN WIREHAIRED POINTER 
 
1. Although length of body  and height at withers should be as equal as possible, the body may exceed the 
 height by up to _____ cms 
2. Skull (flat / almost flat / slightly rounded), moderately broad with pronounced ___________   _________  
3. Stop is (moderately developed / slight / visibly pronounced) 
4. Muzzle is l______, b_______, s________ & d_______  with (definite / slight) Roman nose 
5. Ears - ____________(size); ________________(set) 
6. Distance from elbow to ground (less than / equal to / more than) distance from elbows to withers 
7. Pasterns are (short & straight / slightly sloping / upright & strong) 
8. Topline (level / slightly curved / slightly sloping) from the withers in a (smooth / straight) line 
9. Shape of feet is ____________________ 
10. Tail - __________________(length); _______________________(carried) 
11. Gait – posture when moving is ________________ 
12. Outer coat - _____________(length); ___________________________(texture – 3 words) 
13.  The dense undercoat is resistant to water.  T / F 
14. Where is the coat shorter? ____________________________________________________  
15. Pronounced eyebrows and beard emphasise ____________________________ 
16. Colour(s) ___________________________________________________________________ 
17. Height – Dogs _________________; Bitches ________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
GOLDEN RETRIEVER 
 
1. 4 words/terms describing general appearance __________   _________   __________   __________ 
2. Temperament is kind, friendly and confident.  T / F 
3. Head is b__________ and w___-c__________; skull is (long / broad / flat) 
4. Length of foreface (less than / equal to / more than) from stop to occiput 
5. Stop is (slight / sloping / well defined) 
6. Eyes - __________(size); _____________(shape); ____________(set); _____________(colour) 
7. Ears - ___________(size); ___________________(set); ____________________(carried) 
8. Long shoulder blade and upper arm results in ______________________________ 
9. Feet are round and cat-like.  T / F 
10. Tail - ________________(length); _______________(set); ___________________(carried) 
11. Coat is f________ or w_______ with good f_____________, (with / without)  undercoat 
12.  Colour(s) ____________________________________________________________________ 
13.  Height – Dogs __________________: Bitches __________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

HUNGARIAN VIZSLA 
 
1. 4 words/terms from general appearance __________   ______________   ___________   ___________ 
2. 3 typical qualities (for work) _________________   ________________   _______________________ 
3. Skull (not / moderately / rather) wide and (flat / slightly rounded / slightly domed) 
4. Slightly pronounced groove runs from _________________ to _____________ 
5. Stop is (slight / moderate / well defined) 
6. Nose is always black.  T / F 
7. The muzzle is (fine / pointed / blunt) and bridge of nose is (broad / straight / slightly Roman) 
8. Eyes - __________(size); ____________(shape); _____________(colour) 
9. Ears - ____________(length); ____________(shape); ________________(set); ______________(carried) 
10. Neck length is (short / medium / long) with (well / slightly/ moderately) arched nape 
11. The withers are muscular and not pronounced.  T / F 
12. 4 words/terms describing the back  __________   ____________   _______________   ____________ 
13. Shape of feet is ___________ 
14. Tail - ______________(length); _________________(set); ______________________(carried) 
15.  Typical gait is a_____________, l________-f_________ trot, e__________ and f____-r___________ 
16. In movement, the carriage is ___________ and the topline remains __ ______ 
17. Coat (4 words)  ___________   __________   ___________   ____________ 
18. There is a fine, silky undercoat.   T / F 
19. Colour(s)______________________________________________________________________ 
20. Is any white permitted? _________________________________________________________ 
21. Height – Dogs _________________; Bitches ___________________ 
22. Three important proportions stated are _______________   _______________   __________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
HUNGARIAN WIREHAIRED VIZSLA  (differences) 
1.  Construction is more ___________ than the short-haired Vizsla 
2. Ears are slightly _____________ than short-haired Vizsla 
3. 4 words/terms describing coat ____________   ___________   ______________    _____________ 
4. Length of coat __________cm 
5.  There is a dense, water repellent undercoat.  T / F 
6. Where is the coat shorter? _______________________________________________________ 
7. Pronounced eyebrows and harsh beard are present.  T / F   
8. Coat forms _____________________ on both sides of neck 
9. What is ‘semmelgelb’?  ________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

ITALIAN SPINONE 
 
1. 2 words describing build  ____________   ____________ 
2. Head planes in profile are d________________ 
3. Length of skull (less than / equal to / more than) distance from stop to end of nose 
4. Width of skull (exceeds / not to exceed / equal to) half total length of head 
5. Gentle slope on sides of lean, oval skull described as r_______- like 
6. Appearance of nose is l_________ and s__________ 
7. Eyes - ___________(size); _________________(shape); _____________________(colour)  
8. Ears - ____________(length); ______________(shape); ________________(set); _____________(carried) 
9. Ears well covered with long, wavy hair.  T / F 
10. Neck length is (fairly long / medium / fairly short) with (no / slight / ample) dewlap 
11. Bone of the forelegs is (round / oval / flat) 
12. Withers are (prominent / not too raised) and topline is _________________________________ 
13. Chest (broad / rather narrow) reaches to (just above / level with / just below) elbows 
14. Feet shape – front __________; hind ________ 
15. Tail - _________________(set); ___________________(carried); fringes -  yes/no 
16. Gait described as f_________ and r___________ 
17. 4 words/terms describing coat ____________   ____________   _______________   _____________ 
18.  Length of body coat is __________cm 
19. Is there undercoat? ________________ 
20. Hair forming eyebrows is ________________; and on cheeks and moustache is __________________ 
21. Colour(s)___________________________________________________________________ 
22. Height – Dogs __________________; Bitches ___________________ 
23. Weight – Dogs __________________; Bitches ___________________ 
24. Nose colour is always black.   T / F 
 
 
   
  
 
LABRADOR RETRIEVER 
 
1. Key word in general appearance for skull, chest, loins and hindquarters  _____________ 
2. 3 words/terms used for characteristics  _______________   _______________   ________________ 
3. Head has a broad skull with (slight / pronounced / defined) stop 
4. Eyes - ______________(size); ________________(colour) 
5. Ears - _______________(size); ____________________(set); ____________________(carried) 
6. Chest wide and deep, with well sprung barrel ribs.  T / F 
7. Topline is (level / slightly sloping / slightly curved) 
8. Hindquarters well developed and (sloping / not sloping) to tail 
9. Describe the distinctive tail ____________________________________________________________ 
10. Describe the distinctive coat ___________________________________________________________ 
11. There is a dense, soft undercoat.  T / F  
12. Colour(s) ___________________________________________________________________________ 
13. Height – Dogs ____________________; Bitches ___________________ 
 



 
   

LAGOTTO ROMAGNOLO 
 
1. _________________ sized dog, of ___________ appearance, with ______________________coat 
2. Length of head is (30% / 40% / 50%) of height at withers 
3. Depth of chest is (less than / equal to / more than) 50% of height at withers 
4. Very good nose for _____________ searching 
5. Head & skull viewed from above is ________________ in shape and moderately (fine / rounded / broad)    
6. Skull should be (shorter than / equal to / longer than) muzzle; stop (pronounced / evident / slight) 
7. Nose large.  T / F   Mobile nostrils.  T / F    Always black in colour.  T / F 
8. Eyes - _____________(size); ____________(shape); ____________(set); _______________(colour) 
9. Ears - _____________(size); _____________(shape); _______________(set); ______________(carried) 
10. Reverse scissor bite is acceptable.  T / F 
11. Neck of (round / rather flat / oval) cross section; length (more than / equal to / less than) length of head 
12. Body is c_________ and s_________ 
13. Shape of feet – forefeet ______________; hind feet ____________   
14. Tail is covered with woolly, rather bristly hair.  T / F 
15. Coat - __________(texture); ______________________________________________(form) 
16. There (is / is not) undercoat 
17. Is clipping permitted? If so, what is desirable? ______________________________________________ 
18. Colour(s) ___________________________________________________________________________ 
19. Height – Dogs ______________ Ideal ___________; Bitches ____________ Ideal ___________ 
20. Weight – Dogs _______________; Bitches _______________ 
 
 
 
 
LARGE MUNSTERLANDER 
 
1. A m________-  p__________  gundog, ideal for _______________________ 
2. Works well on land but not in water.  T / F 
3. Head is e____________, skull (flat / slightly rounded / well rounded) 
4. There is no pronounced stop.  T / F 
5. Eyes - __________(size); ______________(colour) 
6. Ears - _______________(shape); ________________(set); ____________________(carried) 
7. Topline is (level / sloping) 
8. Although length of body should equal height at withers, it may exceed height by _____cm 
9. Shape of feet is _____________________ 
10. Tail - ________________(set); _______________________(carried); well feathered  Y / N 
11. Gait – f_____, l____-s_________, s_________ 
12. Hair (short / long) , (fine / dense) , (curly / not curly) , (coarse / not coarse) 
13. Where is feathering located?____________________________________________________ 
14. Colour(s) ______________________________________________________________________ 
15. Height – Dogs _________________; Bitches ________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
NOVA SCOTIA DUCK TOLLING RETRIEVER 
 
1. At work, his aspect (attitude) is ______________________________________________________ 
2. At work,  his action is ______________________________________________________________ 
3.  Viewed from above the shape of the head is _________________________ 
4. Skull is broad and (flat / slightly rounded / domed) with (well defined / slight / moderate) stop 
5. Length occiput to stop is (shorter than / equal to / longer than) stop to tip of nose 
6. Muzzle (tapering / not tapering) in a (smooth / straight /clean) line from stop to nose 
7. Hair on muzzle is short and fine with whiskers removed.  T / F  
8. Eyes - __________(size); ________________(shape); _____________(set); ________________(colour) 
9. Flesh around eyes and lips is black.  T / F 
10. Ears - ____________(size); _____________(shape); _____________(set); _________________(carried) 
11. Ears are well feathered on the tips.  T / F 
12. Pasterns are strong and (upright / well sloped / slightly sloping) 
13. Chest is (deep / narrow / broad); topline is (slightly sloping / level / slightly curved) 
14. The feet are strongly-webbed, tight and round.  T / F 
15. Tail - ______________(length); __________________(set); ________________________(carried) 
16. Coat is (single / double) and (harsh / wiry / medium softness) 
17. Colour(s) _________________________________________________________________________ 
18. Height - Dogs __________________; Bitches _______________ 
19. Allowance of _________cm (_____ins) over or under 
20. Weight – Dogs ________________; Bitches_______________ 
 
 
   
 
POINTER 
 
1. General outline a series of ________________________; a strong but ___________ appearance 
2. One word describing characteristics – a______________ 
3. Skull (lean / fine / medium) in breadth, in proportion to length of ________________  
4. Stop (slight / well defined / pronounced) and occipital bone (indistinct / well defined / pronounced) 
5. Muzzle somewhat (straight / convex / concave) giving a slightly _______-__________ appearance 
6. Eyes - ___________________(set); __________________(colour) 
7. Ears - __________(length); ________________(shape);______________(set); ______________(carried) 
8. Neck (short / medium / long) , muscular and (slightly / well) arched 
9. Bone of forelegs described as _________(shape) 
10.  3 words/terms describing the pasterns  _______________   _______________   _______________ 
11. In the body, which bones are well spaced and prominent?  _________________ 
12. Feet are round and cat-like.  T / F 
13. Tail - ____________(length); _________________(carried); ____________(action in movement) 
14. In movement, a hackney action is permitted.  T / F 
15. Coat - 5 words/terms used  ___________   ___________   ___________   ___________   __________ 
16. Colour(s) ________________________________________________________________________ 
17. Height – Dogs _____________; Bitches ________________ 
 
 
 
 



 
WEIMARANER 
 
1. General appearance – p________ in shape, s_________ and very m______________ 
2. 3 important proportions __________________   ____________________   ___________________ 
3. Head in balance, & has m________  g________  on forehead with stop (definite / slight / extremely slight) 
4. Muzzle length (short / medium / long); bridge of nose s__________ or s_________  a__________  
5. Eyes - ____________(shape); _________________(set); ____________________(colour) 
6. Ears - ____________(length); _______________(shape); ______________(set); ______________(carried) 
7. Appearance and carriage of neck is _________ 
8. 4 words/terms describing forelegs ___________   ___________   _______________   ______________ 
9. From neck and withers, the topline merges gradually into a relatively long, firm back.  T / F 
10. Chest is strong, very broad and deep reaching to the elbows.  T / F 
11. Underline rises slightly to the well tucked up belly.  T / F 
12. Breed characteristic of the feet  _______________________________________________ 
13.  Gait is g__________  c___________ and s__________; back remains ___________ 
14. 3 words/terms describing coat  __________________   _______________   _________________ 
15. Is undercoat present? ______________________ 
16. Colour(s) _________________________________________________________________________ 
17. Height – Dogs __________________; Bitches _______________ 
18. Weight – Dogs __________________: Bitches _______________ 
 
 
 
WEIMARANER (LONGHAIR)   (differences only) 
 
1. Topcoat is (long / short), (soft / fine / harsh), (with / without / with or without) undercoat 
2. Length of coat on flanks is ___________cm 
3. Where is the hair longer? __________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



ANSWERS 
Bracco Italiano: 1. Any of →lean limbs, well developed muscles, well defined lines, markedly sculpted head, very obvious lower 
orbital chiseling  2. 4

10
  3. Angular and narrow 4. T  5. Very pronounced, not pronounced  6. Well developed, thin, floppy, form an 

inverted ‘v’ below the nose 7. Dark ochre or brown,  oval, fairly large 8. Reach tip of nose 9. Scissor or pincer 10. F  11. Tough, 
elastic  12. T  13. When hunting the nose is higher than the topline 14. Short, without, dense, glossy 15. Orange,  dark amber, 
chestnut  16. 55-67cm (21½-26½ins)  17. 25-40kg 
Chesapeake Bay Retriever    1. On land & in water  2. Eye colour clear yellow/amber; hindquarters as high or a trifle higher than shoulders; 
double coat  3. Any of – bright, happy, intelligent, courage, willingness to work, alertness, nose, love of water  4. Broad & round, medium  
5. Equal to, is  6. Small, well up on head, hanging loosely  7. F  8. Medium, as high or higher  9. Well webbed hare, good  10. F  11. Double, 
1½  12. Oil in harsh outer coat, woolly undercoat  13. F  14. Any colour of brown, sedge or deadgrass  15. As close to that of its working 
surrounding as possible  16. 58.42-66.04cm (23-26ins); 53.34-60.96cm (21-24ins)  17. 29.51-36.32kg (65-80lbs); 24.97-31.78kg (55-70lbs) 
Curly Coated Retriever    1. Degree of elegance, distinctive coat  2. Wedge, slight  3. Equal, parallel  4. Large, oval, oblique, dark brown in 
blacks or blend with lighter coat colour 5. Rather small, slightly above level of eye, lying close to head  6. Small curls  7. Slightly longer  8. 
Oval, to  9. Approx. reaching hock, flows from topline, straight on level with topline  10. Thick mass, small, tight, crisp  11. Black or liver  12. 
69cm (27ins); 64cm (25ins) 
Flat Coated Retriever  1. Without lumbar, without weediness  2. Enthusiastic tail action  3. Long, flat, slight  4. Medium, not round, not 
oblique, dark brown or hazel  5. Small, close to side of head  6. Deep & fairly broad, well defined  7. T  8. Round, strong  9. Free, flowing  10. 
Dense, fine to medium texture, flat, legs and tail well feathered  11. Black, liver 12. 59-61½cm (23-24ins); 56½-59cm (22-23ins)  13. 27-36kg 
(60-80lbs); 25-32kg (55-70lbs) 
German Shorthaired Pointer    1. Any of – proud attitude, smooth lines, lean head, well carried tail, firm shiny coat, well reaching 
harmonious strides  2. Lean, well defined, flatly rounded  3. Long, broad, deep, strong  4. Slight curvature ranging from ram’s nose to slight 
rise above the straight line  5. Medium, dark brown  6. Moderately long, bluntly rounded tips, high & broad, flat without twisting hanging 
close to head  7. T  8. Slightly sloping, well defined  9.  F  10. Round to spoon shaped  11. Reaches to hocks, straight or slightly sabre tail 
fashion  12. Well extended strides, proud  13. F  14. Short, dense, rough, hard to the touch  15. Many variations of brown, roan, white, 
black with or without markings/ patches  16. 62-66cm (24½-26ins); 58-63cm (23-25ins) 
German Wirehaired Pointer  1. 3  2. Flat, superciliary ridges  3. Visibly pronounced  4.long, broad, strong, deep; slight   5. Medium, high and 
wide  6. Equal to  7. Slightly sloping  8. Slightly sloping, straight  9. Oval-round  10. Reach to hocks, straight or slightly sabre-like  11. 
Upstanding  12. 2-4cms, harsh, flat-lying, dense  13. T  14. Lower parts of legs, lower region of brisket and belly, head and ears  15. 
Determined expression  16. Brown or black roan with or without patches, brown with or without white chest patch, light roan  17. 61-68cm 
(24½-26½ins); 57-64cm (22½-25ins)  
Golden Retriever   1. Any of – symmetrical, balanced, active, powerful, level mover, sound, kindly expression  2. T  3. Balanced, well-
chiselled, broad  4. Equal to  5. Well defined  6. Not given, not given, well apart, dark brown  7. Moderate, approximately level with eyes, 
not given  8. Legs placed well under body  9. T   10. Reach to hocks, level with back, level with back  11. Flat, wavy, feathering, with  12. Any 
shade of gold or cream – not red nor mahogany  13. 56-61cm(22-24ins); 51-56cm (20-22ins)  
Hungarian Vizsla    1. Any of – medium sized, elegant, noble, short russet gold coat, light dry lean structure, beauty, strength  2. Any of – 
excellent nose, firmness on the point, excellent at retrieving, determination to stay on scent, enjoys water  3. Moderately, slightly domed  
4. Occiput, stop  5. Moderate  6. F  7. Blunt, straight  8. Medium, slightly oval, brown, dark as possible  9. ¾ length of head, ending in 
rounded V-shape, medium height a little backwards, hang closely to cheeks  10. Medium, slightly  11. F  12. Any of – solid, strong, well 
muscled, taut, straight  13. Slightly oval  14. Reaches to hock, slightly low, straight or slightly sabre like  15. Animated, light-footed, elegant, 
far-reaching  16. Upright, level  17. Short, dense, coarse, hard  18. F  19. Various shades of russet gold & dark sandy gold  20. Up to 5cm 
white patch on chest, toes  21. 58-64cm (23-25ins); 54-60cm (21-23½ins)  22. Body length slightly exceed height at withers; depth of brisket 
slightly less than ½ height at withers; muzzle slightly shorter than ½ length of head  
Hungarian Wirehaired Vizsla    1. Robust  2. Shorter  3. Any of – wiry, close lying, strong, dense, not glossy  4. 2-3  5. T  6. Lower parts of 
legs, undersides of chest & belly, head, ears  7. T  8. V-shaped brushes  9. Dark sandy gold colour 
Italian Spinone    1. Solid, square  2. Divergent  3. Equal to  4. Not to exceed  5. Roof   6. Large, spongy  7. Large, fairly round, deep yellow to 
ochre  8. Not more than 5cm below throat line, triangular & rounded at tip, level with corner of eye, low & pendulous with forward edge 
touching cheek  9. F   10. Fairly short, slight  11. Oval  12. Not too raised, slopes gently downwards then rises to loin – not exaggerated  13. 
Broad, level with  14. Round, slightly oval  15. Continuation of croup, horizontal or down, no  16. Free, relaxed  17. Tough, thick, slightly 
wiry, close fitting  18. 3.8-6cm (1½-3ins)  19. No  20. Longer & stiff, even longer but softer  21. White, white & orange, orange roan, white & 
brown, brown roan  22. 59-69cm (23½-27½ins); 58-64cm (23-25½ins)  23. 34-39kg (70-82lbs); 29-34kg (62-71lbs)  24. F   
Labrador Retriever     1.broad  2. Any of – good tempered, very agile, excellent nose, soft mouth, love of water, adaptable, devoted  3. 
Defined  4. Medium, brown or hazel  5. Not large, rather far back, hanging close to head  6. T  7. Level  8. Not sloping  9. Thick at base, 
tapering, medium length, densely coated giving round appearance described as ‘Otter’ tail   10. Short, dense without wave or feathering, 
hard feel to touch  11. F  12. Wholly black, yellow or liver/chocolate  13. 56-57cm (22-22½ins); 55-56cm (21½-22ins) 
Lagotto Romgnolo   1. Small to medium, rustic, dense curly coat  2. 40%  3. Less than  4. Truffle  5. Trapezoidal, broad  6. Longer than, 
evident  7. T, T, F  8. Large, rounded, fairly apart, ochre hazel or dark brown  9. Medium, triangular with rounded tips, just above zygomatic 
arches, hanging at rest & slightly raised when alert  10.  T  11. Oval, less than  12. Compact, strong  13.slightly rounded, more oval-shaped  
14. T  15. Woolly, tight ring-shaped curls all over body and tail  16. Is  17. Yes, to avoid felting and achieve natural rustic look  18. Solid off-
whit, white with orange or brown patches, brown roan, brown with or w/o white, orange with or w/o white  19. 43-48cm (17-19ins) 46cm 
(18ins); 41-46cm (16-18ins) 43cm (17ins)  20. 13-16kg (28½-35lbs); 11-14kg (22-31lbs) 
Large Munsterlander  1. Multi-purpose, the rough shooter  2. F  3. Elongated, slightly rounded  4. T  5. Medium, dark brown  6. Broad with 
rounded tip, high, lying flat & close to the head  7. Sloping  8. 2  9. Moderately rounded  10. In line with back, horizontally or curved slightly 
upward, Y  11. Free, long-striding, springy  12. Long, dense, not curly, not coarse  13. Front & hindlegs, tail, (also long hair on ears)  14. Head 
solid black, white blaze, snip or star allowed, body white or blue roan with black patches, flecked, ticked or combination  15. 60-65cm(23½-
25½ins); 58-63cm(23-25ins)   
Nova Scotia Duck Tolling Retriever  1. Intense concentration & excitement  2. Speeding, rushing, tail in constant action  3. Slightly wedge-
shaped  4. Slightly rounded, moderate  5. Equal to  6. Tapering, straight  7. F  8. Medium, almond, well apart, amber to brown  9. F  10. 
Medium, triangular with rounded tips, high & well back on skull, dropped with base slightly erect so edge of ear to side of skull  11. F  12. 
Slightly sloping  13. Deep, level  14. T   15. At least to hock joint, following slight slope of croup, when alert curves high over back 16. 



Double, medium softness  17. Red or orange, at least one of white markings on tip of tail, feet, chest, blaze  18. 48-51cm (19-20ins); 45-
48cm (18-19ins  19. 3, 1  20. 20-23kg (45-51lbs); 17-20kg (37-43lbs) 
Pointer   1. Graceful curves, lissom (~lithe or limber)  2. Aristocratic  3. Medium, foreface  4. Well defined, pronounced  5. Concave, dish-
faced  6. Midway between occiput & nostrils, hazel or brown  7. Medium, slightly pointed tips, fairly high, lying close to head  8. Long, 
slightly  9. Oval  10. Any of – lengthy, strong, resilient, slightly sloping  11. Haunch  12. F  13. Medium, level with back & no upward curl, 
lashing  14. F  15. Any of – fine, short, hard, evenly distributed, smooth, straight, sheen  16. Lemon & white, orange & white, liver & white, 
black & white, self-colour, tri-colour  17. 63-69cm (25-27ins); 61-66cm (24-26ins) 
Weimaraner    1. Pleasing, sinewy, muscular  2. Length of body to height = 12:11, nose to stop slightly longer than stop to occiput, elbow to 
mid-pastern about equal to elbow to withers (i.e. elbow to ground > elbow to withers)  3. Median groove, extremely slight  4. Long, 
straight, slightly arched  5. Round, barely slanting, amber  6. Fairly long, lobular with rounded off point at tip, high & narrow, down reaching 
to corner of mouth turned slightly forward & folded  7. Noble  8. Any of - high on leg, sinewy, straight, parallel, not standing wide  9. T  10. F   
11. F  12. Longer middle toes  13. Ground covering, smooth, level  14. Short, strong, very dense, smooth lying  15. May be a sparse 
undercoat or none  16. Silver, roe or mouse-grey  17. 59-70cm (23-27½ins); 57-65cm (22½-25½ins)  18. 30-40kg ; 25-35kg 
Weimaraner (Longhair)  1. Long, soft, with or without  2. 3-5cm (1-2ins)  3. Lower side of neck, forechest, belly, at base of ears (feathering, 
breeches, tail) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
NAME THE BREED!! 
• Aristocratic. Symmetrical and well built all over, ….    _________________________ 
• Strong, upstanding dog with a degree of elegance. Distinctive coat.  _________________________ 
• Showing power without lumbar, and raciness without weediness.  _________________________ 
• Semi-rough coat on surface with tight , ring shaped curls   _________________________ 
• Body coat a thick mass of small, tight, crisp curls    _________________________ 
• Wholly black, yellow or liver/chocolate     _________________________ 
• In movement, the tail should lash from side to side    _________________________ 
• Of noble appearance with a short russet gold coat    _________________________ 
• Strongly-webbed, tight, round feet      _________________________ 
• High on leg (2 breeds)       _________________________ 
• Work with intense concentration, excitement & rushing action  _________________________ 
• Conformation ensures strength, endurance and speed   _________________________ 
• Oily harsh outer coat, and dense woolly undercoat    _________________________ 
• Free, long-striding, springy gait      _________________________ 
• Eyes amber colour … sky-blue in puppies (2 breeds)    _________________________  
• Ears well feathered at and behind fold, short hair at tips   _________________________ 
• Typical gait is an animated, light-footed trot, elegant and far-reaching (2 breeds)______________________ 
• Reverse scissor bite acceptable      _________________________ 
• Level bite acceptable       _________________________ 
• Double coat of medium length and softness; softer dense undercoat  _________________________ 
• Having well developed eyebrows and beard (5 breeds)   _________________________ 
• Height for dogs is 22-24 inches      _________________________ 
• Height for dogs is 23-24 inches      _________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



WHOSE HEAD?? 
 
1. Skull broader in dogs. Median groove on forehead. Stop extremely slight. Muzzle long & powerful, 

appearing almost angular with bridge of nose straight, often slightly arched, never concave.  
2. Skull broad with defined stop; clean cut without fleshy cheeks. Jaws of medium length, powerful 

not snipey. Nose wide, nostrils well developed. 
3. Head, long and nicely moulded. Skull, flat and moderately broad with a slight stop between eyes. 

Nose of good size, with open nostrils. Jaws long and strong. 
4. Head wedge-shaped in both side and front profiles, in proportion to body size. Slight stop. Foreface 

and skull equal length. Planes of skull and muzzle parallel. 
5. Balanced and well-chiselled, skull broad without coarseness. Muzzle powerful, wide and deep. Stop 

well defined. Length of foreface equals stop to occiput. Nose preferably black. 
6. Skull moderately wide and slightly domed. Slightly pronounced groove on forehead. Moderate stop 

Muzzle blunt, not pointed, with bridge of nose straight. Jaws and cheeks strong, well-muscled.  
7. Skull of medium breadth, stop well defined and occipital bone pronounced. Muzzle somewhat 

concave giving a slightly dish-faced appearance. Well-developed soft lip. 
8. From above trapezoidal in shape and moderately broad. Skull should be longer than muzzle. Stop 

not too pronounced but evident. Muzzle slightly wedge shaped with rather blunt profile. 
9. Head planes in profile are divergent. Lean skull of oval shape. Well-pronounced occiput. Well 

defined median furrow. Muzzle of good depth. Nose large, spongy in appearance. 
10. Skull moderately wide, flatly rounded. Stop moderately developed. Muzzle long, broad, deep and 

strong; nasal bridge shows slight curvature above the straight line, more prominent in males.   
  
 



PRACTICE MULTIPLE CHOICE 

1. The general appearance of the Golden Retriever 
 (a)  symmetrical, solid, squarely built, well muscled, free mover 
 (b)  symmetrical, balanced, active, powerful, level mover 
 (c)  strongly built, balanced, short-coupled, very active, straight mover  
 
2. The neck of the Lagotto Romagnolo is 
 (a)  strong, muscular, lean, of oval cross section, slightly arched 
 (b)  muscular, nearly round, not too short, clean 
 (c)  medium length, strong, muscular, tapering to the shoulders 
 
3. The feet of the Chesapeake Bay Retriever are 
 (a)  well webbed hare feet of good size 
 (b)  round, tight, with well arched toes 
 (c)  round to spoon-shaped webbed feet  
 
4. The colour(s) of the Flat Coated Retriever  
 (a)  any shade of brown, sedge or deadwood 
 (b)  black or chocolate only 
 (c)  black or liver only 
 
5. The ears of the Curly Coated Retriever are 
 (a)  medium sized, triangular with rounded tips, covered with loose curls 
 (b)  small, folded forward, covered with abundant dense, tight curls  
 (c)  rather small, lying close to head, covered with small curls 
 
6. The characteristics of the Pointer 
 (a)  Aristocratic. Alert  with appearance of strength, endurance and speed. 
 (b)  Noble. Proud attitude with smooth outlines. 
 (c)  Elegant. Light, dry, lean structure embodies beauty and strength.  
 
7. The gait of the Weimaraner (+ Longhair) is 
 (a)  quick and light, covering plenty of ground. Definitely not a hackney action. 
 (b)  ground covering and smooth with back remaining level. Pacing is undesirable. 
 (c)  free, long-striding, springy and level  
 
8. The coat of the Hungarian Wirehaired Viszla is 
 (a)  short and dense, rough and hard to the touch 
 (b)  fine, short, hard and evenly distributed with decided sheen 
 (c)  wiry, close lying, strong, dense and not glossy   
 
9. The temperament of the Large Munsterlander  
 (a)  kind, even disposition 
 (b)  intelligent, keen and biddable, kindly nature 
 (c)  loyal, affectionate and trustworthy 
 
10. The tail of the Labrador Retriever is 
 (a)  very thick towards base, tapering, medium length, thickly clothed all round with dense hair 
 (b)  relatively short, thick at base, tapering, dense feathering along underside 
 (c)  medium length, thick at base with little tapering, well clothed with fine dense hair   
 

 

  

Answers:  1. b  2. a  3. a  4. c  5. c  6. a  7. b  8. c  9. c  10. a   


